
HANNY COFFEE TABLE

M
D

Artisan uses solid wood from renewable resources in their production, only environmentally-friendly materials for 
treatment, natural oils and wax that emphasize the luxurious and organic beauty of wood texture and that enable it to 
“breathe” naturally. This emphasizes the natural color diversity, while the use of harmful chemical substances for wood 
treatment is avoided by using vinyl-based glue.
Pure nature, transformed and formed into one of the most honest designs.

ARTISAN 
ARTISAN

DIMENSIONS CUSTOMIZABLE

MATERIALMATERIAL  
OAK
EUROPEAN WALNUT
AMERICAN WALNUT
ASH
CHERRY
ELM
MAPLE

WOOD COLOR 
VARIOUS COLOR OPTIONS
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oak a3 loba white oil

oak wenge oil

european walnut

a01 natural soap

cherry a01 natural soap

oak a03 natural oil with 

knots

european walnut 

a03 natural oil

cherry a03 natural oil elm a01 natural soap

european walnut

a04 white oil

maple a01 natural soap

oak a03 natural oil

elm a03 natural oil

maple 

a04 white pigmented oil

oak ar1 jahorina pigment

elm ar1 jahorina pigment

ash a04 white pigmented oil

american walnut

a01 natural soap

american walnut

a03 natural oil

oak a01 natural soap

oak a04 white pigmented oil

european walnut with knots

a03 natural oil

As wood is a natural product, variations in color and pigmentation will 

occur. Wooden furniture will also change appearance over time as it is 

affected by the environment in which it is placed.

 WOOD
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COLORED WOOD

ral 1016 (yellow)

ral 6034 (turquoise)

ral 3014 (pink)

ral 7011 (dark grey)

ral 5023 (true blue)

ral 7016 (black)

ral 5024 (blue)

ral 7045 (light grey)

ral 6019 (green)

ral 9003 (white)
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